The 
Before discussing the cockpit of the future, we must deAlthough out of MAM launch envelope, the pilot overrdes velop an understanding of the kinds of Jobs the aircraft will th A ial ucinadmnal omnsasnl be asked to perform. This section of the paper characterizes,lucatheCS.MsiemsisndaedsteMna in broad terms, several hours in the life of the mythical F1cofgrsormnueigoba.Pvosluuediet Manta, our fifth generation multi-role fighter.
lift surfaces are deployed and air-to-air combat algorithms are U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. This article was preengaged to provide optimum attack trajectories.
sented at NAECON '85 and appeared in the RECORD.
As additional sensor data is accumulated and analyzed, the face. In addition to repositioning, data can be expanded (for body responded accordingly. Because of the duration of the example, sensor imagery can be blown-up), condensed or deflights, often lasting six to seven days, when Teleman was leted using the same interface techniques mentioned above.
not needed to respond to specific tasks, the computer inSince the display surface is touch sensitive, it may also be a structed the PCMS to feed in barbiturate derivatives and he system controller and serve as backup input medium for pilot slept. Teleman had once calculated that at least 65 per cent control of the aircraft.
of all his missions were spent sleeping. (pp. 31-32). Canopy Display System-The canopy is also used for dis-
The degree of interaction between Teleman and the AR-17 play presentation and transitions from a totally opaque surface is quite obviously a radical departure from any serious proto prevent flash blindness and/or serve as a display surface, to posal that might be advocated today. Nevertheless, it is certotal transparency for out-of-the-cockpit, direct viewing of the tain that the pilot's "plant dynamics" will be monitored in real real world. Transition from opacity to transparency is under time and that the data will be used to Teleman's physiological and biochemical status was as a function of mission segment and their health. If for exmonitored constantly during the mission through a specially ample, the pilot were to sustain injury, the PMCS would detailored system of instruments blended together to form the tect it immediately and assign tasks to the EC depending on Physiological Control and Monitoring System [PCMS] . At the state of the injuries. Conversely, if through battle damage the start of the mission, an intravenous catheter was infor example, the EC were to become partially disabled, it serted into the superior vena cava vein through a plug imwould inform the pilot of its injuries and tell him the tasks it planted surgically in his shoulder. A glass electrode was was no longer able to perform.
